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Please include:
1. An executive summary of the project:  This narrative overview should 
include goals of the project, needs addressed, community partners, 
stakeholders, and the intended impact.

2. A description of the location (City(ies), County(ies), etc.), partners involved, and
anticipated improvements.
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3. The goals of the project, identify the compelling community need to include the 
targeted population, and if the solution is within an economically distressed area.  

4. The short and long-term benefit to the community, the community 
engagement strategies to reach and support the target population, and how 
the organization plans to raise awareness of the program.
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5. A concise summary of the applicant’s organization, detailing its history, mission, and 
primary objectives, and describe the organization’s experience in providing digital 
literacy and skills training to individuals and/or communities.


	1: Project GoalsThe Level Up Shawnee County program is a critical initiative designed to address the digital divide and equip individuals with the skills and resources they need to succeed in today's technology-driven world. This program aims to achieve its goals through the following key strategies:1. Expanding Outreach and Partnerships:• Leveraging Existing Partnerships: Level Up Shawnee County will build upon existing partnerships with organizations like the Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library (TSCPL), Topeka Housing Authority, and IBSA Inc. This collaborative approach enables efficient resource utilization and leverages the established networks and expertise of partner organizations.• Creating Community Hubs: The program will establish a mobile laptop computer lab, visiting community centers and other meeting sites across Topeka and Shawnee County. This strategy minimizes transportation barriers and brings technology training directly to residents in familiar and accessible settings.2. Empowering Youth as Leaders:• Paid Internship Opportunities: Level Up Shawnee County will offer paid internships to young people aged 16-23. This initiative not only empowers youth as leaders within the community but also provides valuable work experience and fosters the development of essential technology skills.• Mentorship and Skill Development: Interns will work alongside experienced TSCPL staff, receiving comprehensive training and guidance. This mentorship approach ensures knowledge transfer and equips interns to effectively deliver training sessions and support participants.3. Comprehensive Curriculum:• Essential Digital Skills: The program curriculum will address fundamental computer skills, including navigating operating systems, utilizing online tools and software, and practicing responsible online behavior (cyber safety).• Career-Focused Learning: Recognizing the growing importance of technology in the job market, the program will equip participants with essential skills for job seeking. This includes navigating online job boards, crafting compelling resumes and cover letters, and confidently utilizing online application processes.• Flexibility and Adaptability: The program curriculum will remain flexible, adapting to the evolving needs and interests of participants encountered throughout the program duration.4. Program Implementation and Evaluation:• Program Duration: The Level Up Shawnee County initiative will run from July 1, 2024, to June 30, 2026, providing ample time to establish roots, refine the program, and assess its impact on the community.•Recruitment and Selection: Potential interns will be recruited through the established TSCPL volunteer program, ensuring a pool of motivated and dedicated youth. A selection process will be established to identify individuals with strong communication skills, a passion for technology, and a desire to make a positive impact.•Ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation: The program will be monitored and evaluated through various means, including collecting participant feedback, tracking attendance, and assessing participants' progress in acquiring and applying the learned skills. This data will be crucial for continuous improvement and ensuring the program delivers on its goals.Expected Outcomes and Long-term Impact:By combining outreach, youth empowerment, and a comprehensive curriculum, Level Up Shawnee County aims to achieve the following outcomes:• Increased Access to Technology and Digital Skills: The program will provide residents with the opportunity to develop essential digital skills, bridging the digital divide and fostering greater equity within the community.• Empowered Youth as Community Leaders: Through paid internships, the program will empower young individuals, fostering their growth, and contributing to the development of future tech-savvy community leaders.• Enhanced Job Market Prospects: Participants will gain skills and confidence to navigate the online job market effectively, increasing their employability and career opportunities.•Sustainable Community Development: By equipping individuals with the skills needed to thrive in the digital age, Level Up Shawnee County contributes to the overall well-being and economic development of the community, preparing future generations for success.Level Up Shawnee County is a comprehensive and forward-thinking initiative that recognizes the importance of digital literacy and empowerment. Through its comprehensive approach, the program aims to not only bridge the digital divide but also empower youth, foster community engagement, and contribute to a brighter and more inclusive future for Shawnee County.Needs AddressedWe recognize that the target population may have varying levels of technology skills. Through the Level Up Shawnee County Program our dedicated librarians and interns will offer training and support to help target population confidently utilize technology and access online tools crucial for job searches, education, and personal fulfillment.By providing equitable access to resources and support, the library empowers the identified target population to overcome barriers and achieve their full potential.Community Partners & StakeholdersThe Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library stands as a cornerstone of digital inclusion within the community, leading the charge through the TSC (Topeka/Shawnee County) Get Digital consortium. This collaborative effort brings together a diverse group of organizations, each playing a vital role in addressing the digital divide and empowering individuals with essential technology skills.A Network of Expertise:The consortium acts as a powerful network, leveraging the unique strengths of its partners, including:• Government Agencies: City of Topeka, Shawnee County, and Topeka Housing Authority contribute to policy development and resource allocation, fostering a supportive environment for digital inclusion initiatives.• Non-Profit Organizations: Greater Topeka Partnership, Jayhawk Area Agency on Aging, Housing & Credit Counseling Inc., and IBSA Inc. bring their expertise in community development, economic empowerment, and workforce readiness to the table, ensuring the program addresses the needs of diverse community segments.• Educational Institutions:  Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library, Washburn University, and Topeka Public Schools play a crucial role in ensuring access and bridging the digital gap for aging populations and students.Four Pillars of Support:The consortium's work rests on four key pillars:• Affordable & Equitable Access: Ensuring everyone has the opportunity to connect, regardless of income or location. This involves seeking solutions like low-cost internet options, community Wi-Fi hotspots, and mobile outreach programs.• Affordable Devices: Making technology accessible through various means, including refurbished or pre-owned devices, device lending programs, and partnerships with technology providers to negotiate affordable options.• Digital Literacy & Assessment: Equipping individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge to navigate the digital world confidently. The library spearheads this pillar, offering a comprehensive range of computer classes, workshops, and personalized assistance tailored to diverse learning styles and needs.• Sustainable Technical Support: Recognizing that ongoing assistance is crucial, the consortium partners work together to provide long-term support, helping users troubleshoot technical challenges and keep their devices and software up to date.Beyond the Consortium: Expanding the Reach:The library's commitment to digital inclusion extends beyond the consortium framework. Strategic partnerships further amplify its impact:• Shawnee County Parks & Recreation: By hosting computer labs at community centers equipped by the library, they bring technology closer to residents in familiar and accessible settings.• KU Center for Digital Inclusion: This collaboration allows the library to host specialized programs like "Broadening Technology Education for Women Transitioning from Incarceration," catering to specific community needs and empowering individuals with critical digital skills to build brighter futures.• Topeka Workforce Center: Recognizing the library's expertise, the center refers job seekers seeking to refine their digital skills, ensuring individuals are equipped for success in the job market.This collaborative approach, exemplified by the TSC Get Digital consortium and its extended network of partners, paints a powerful picture of a community united in its commitment to digital inclusion. Each entity, contributing its unique expertise and resources, strengthens the collective effort to bridge the digital divide and empower individuals with the tools and knowledge they need to thrive in today's technology-driven world.Service PartnersThe success of the Level Up Shawnee County program hinges on a robust network of internal and external partners, each playing a crucial role in achieving the program's goals.Internal Partners:• Interns: As the program's frontline ambassadors, interns will directly engage with community members, delivering digital literacy training and equipping individuals with essential skills. They will receive comprehensive training facilitated by the Core Technologies Librarian, ensuring they possess the necessary knowledge and understanding to address diverse needs and effectively deliver program content.• Volunteer Coordinator: Overseeing the internship program from recruitment to onboarding, the Volunteer Coordinator will ensure a seamless recruitment process, identifying and selecting passionate and qualified individuals to fill the intern roles.• Digital Services Staff: Responsible for the technical infrastructure, the Digital Services team will procure, configure, and maintain the 12 laptops used for mobile training sessions, ensuring smooth operation and continuous access to technology for participants.• Management Team: Providing strategic oversight and guidance, the Management Team will lead the program's overall direction, managing marketing efforts, identifying opportunities for expansion, and offering support as needed.• Foundation Staff: Serving as the financial stewards of the program, the Foundation staff will manage grant funding, ensuring it is allocated solely for Level Up Shawnee County purposes. They will also handle the submission of required monthly reports and any final documentation related to the grant.External Partners:• Shawnee County Parks & Recreation: This external partner plays a vital role in providing accessible locations across the community. They will host the mobile training sessions at their facilities, making technology education readily available to residents in familiar and convenient settings. Additionally, they will collaborate on marketing efforts to reach a wider audience and raise awareness about the program.• IBSA, Inc.: This partner offers both marketing and space access in different stages. Initially, IBSA will assist with program promotion, connecting the program with their existing customer base. Upon completion of their new space, they will further contribute by providing an additional location for hosting training sessions, expanding the program's reach.• Topeka Housing Authority: Similar to Shawnee County Parks & Recreation, the Topeka Housing Authority will offer physical space within their facilities, allowing the program to set up mobile training labs in these locations. This collaboration increases accessibility and facilitates program delivery within neighborhoods served by the Housing Authority, maximizing reach and impact.Intended ImpactThe Level Up Shawnee County program is designed not just as a temporary solution, but as a sustainable initiative aimed at empowering the community for years to come. Here's how we envision the program's future:Securing Long-Term Funding:While the initial grant will propel the program forward, securing long-term funding is crucial for sustained impact. We plan to strategically allocate library funds to cover the program's expenses during the latter half of 2026, the year the grant concludes. This demonstrates our commitment to the program's value and ensures its continuity.Potential for Expansion:Beyond ensuring sustainability, we are also committed to growth. If the program demonstrates substantial success in addressing the community's needs, we will explore options for expanding it. This expansion could involve:• Increased Outreach: Reaching a wider segment of the community by visiting additional locations and partnering with more organizations.• Enhanced Curriculum: Expanding the curriculum to include more advanced topics or cater to specific skill gaps identified through participant feedback.• Additional Internship Opportunities: Offering more paid internships to empower more youth and address the growing demand for digital literacy training.Continuous Learning and Growth:The program's structure allows for ongoing engagement with participants. Unlike a one-time workshop, Level Up Shawnee County encourages individuals to return as their schedules allow. This flexible learning model enables us to:• Assess Baseline Skills: At the first session, we establish a baseline understanding of each participant's digital literacy level.• Tailored Learning Paths: Based on individual needs, we create personalized learning paths, ensuring the program focuses on areas where each participant requires the most support.• Progressive Skill Development: With repeated interaction, participants can gradually build upon their existing skills, acquiring deeper knowledge and confidence in using technology.The program's open-ended nature allows for continuous learning and skill development. The more time invested with participants, the deeper their understanding becomes, ultimately unlocking greater opportunities for them in the digital world.Investing in the Future:By securing long-term funding, exploring expansion possibilities, and fostering continuous learning, Level Up Shawnee County is not just a program, but an investment in the future of our community. By empowering individuals with the necessary digital literacy skills, we are equipping them to thrive in today's technology-driven world, paving the way for a brighter future filled with opportunity and growth.By fostering a collaborative network of internal and external partners, the Level Up Shawnee County program leverages the unique expertise and resources of each entity. This collaborative approach ensures efficient utilization of resources, removes barriers to access, and facilitates the program's successful implementation, ultimately empowering a greater number of individuals within the community.
	2: Locations ServedLevel Up Shawnee County will be widely accessible to residents throughout Shawnee County. Initially, the program will prioritize utilizing Shawnee County Parks and Recreation Community Center locations and collaborating with IBSA locations. Those locations include Central Park Community Center, Crestview Community Center, Garfield Community Center, Hillcrest Community Center, Oakland Community Center, and Shawnee North Community Center.  Utilizing the community centers strategically places class in communities of high need.  Once firmly established, the program aims to expand its reach by providing services in additional convenient locations across Shawnee County, ensuring accessibility for all.Community Partners & StakeholdersThe Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library stands as a cornerstone of digital inclusion within the community, leading the charge through the TSC (Topeka/Shawnee County) Get Digital consortium. This collaborative effort brings together a diverse group of organizations, each playing a vital role in addressing the digital divide and empowering individuals with essential technology skills.A Network of Expertise:The consortium acts as a powerful network, leveraging the unique strengths of its partners, including:• Government Agencies: City of Topeka, Shawnee County, and Topeka Housing Authority contribute to policy development and resource allocation, fostering a supportive environment for digital inclusion initiatives.• Non-Profit Organizations: Greater Topeka Partnership, Housing & Credit Counseling Inc., and IBSA Inc. bring their expertise in community development, economic empowerment, and workforce readiness to the table, ensuring the program addresses the needs of diverse community segments.• Educational Institutions: Jayhawk Area Agency on Aging and Topeka Public Schools play a crucial role in ensuring access and bridging the digital gap for aging populations and students.Four Pillars of Support:The consortium's work rests on four key pillars:• Affordable & Equitable Access: Ensuring everyone has the opportunity to connect, regardless of income or location. This involves seeking solutions like low-cost internet options, community Wi-Fi hotspots, and mobile outreach programs.• Affordable Devices: Making technology accessible through various means, including refurbished or pre-owned devices, device lending programs, and partnerships with technology providers to negotiate affordable options.• Digital Literacy & Assessment: Equipping individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge to navigate the digital world confidently. The library spearheads this pillar, offering a comprehensive range of computer classes, workshops, and personalized assistance tailored to diverse learning styles and needs.• Sustainable Technical Support: Recognizing that ongoing assistance is crucial, the consortium partners work together to provide long-term support, helping users troubleshoot technical challenges and keep their devices and software up to date.Beyond the Consortium: Expanding the Reach:The library's commitment to digital inclusion extends beyond the consortium framework. Strategic partnerships further amplify its impact:• Shawnee County Parks & Recreation: By hosting computer labs at community centers equipped by the library, they bring technology closer to residents in familiar and accessible settings.• KU Center for Digital Inclusion: This collaboration allows the library to offer specialized programs like "Broadening Technology Education for Women Transitioning from Incarceration," catering to specific community needs and empowering individuals with critical digital skills to build brighter futures.• Topeka Workforce Center: Recognizing the library's expertise, the center refers job seekers seeking to refine their digital skills, ensuring individuals are equipped for success in the job market.This collaborative approach, exemplified by the TSC Get Digital consortium and its extended network of partners, paints a powerful picture of a community united in its commitment to digital inclusion. Each entity, contributing its unique expertise and resources, strengthens the collective effort to bridge the digital divide and empower individuals with the tools and knowledge they need to thrive in today's technology-driven world.Service PartnersThe success of the Level Up Shawnee County program hinges on a robust network of internal and external partners, each playing a crucial role in achieving the program's goals.Internal Partners:• Interns: As the program's frontline ambassadors, interns will directly engage with community members, delivering digital literacy training and equipping individuals with essential skills. They will receive comprehensive training facilitated by the Core Technologies Librarian, ensuring they possess the necessary knowledge and understanding to address diverse needs and effectively deliver program content.• Volunteer Coordinator: Overseeing the internship program from recruitment to onboarding, the Volunteer Coordinator will ensure a seamless recruitment process, identifying and selecting passionate and qualified individuals to fill the intern roles.• Digital Services Staff: Responsible for the technical infrastructure, the Digital Services team will procure, configure, and maintain the 12 laptops used for mobile training sessions, ensuring smooth operation and continuous access to technology for participants.• Management Team: Providing strategic oversight and guidance, the Management Team will lead the program's overall direction, managing marketing efforts, identifying opportunities for expansion, and offering support as needed.• Foundation Staff: Serving as the financial stewards of the program, the Foundation staff will manage grant funding, ensuring it is allocated solely for Level Up Shawnee County purposes. They will also handle the submission of required monthly reports and any final documentation related to the grant.External Partners:• Shawnee County Parks & Recreation: This external partner plays a vital role in providing accessible locations across the community. They will host the mobile training sessions at their facilities, making technology education readily available to residents in familiar and convenient settings. Additionally, they will collaborate on marketing efforts to reach a wider audience and raise awareness about the program.• IBSA, Inc.: This partner offers both marketing and space access in different stages. Initially, IBSA will assist with program promotion, connecting the program with their existing customer base. Upon completion of their new space, they will further contribute by providing an additional location for hosting training sessions, expanding the program's reach.• Topeka Housing Authority: Similar to Shawnee County Parks & Recreation, the Topeka Housing Authority will offer physical space within their facilities, allowing the program to set up mobile training labs in these locations. This collaboration increases accessibility and facilitates program delivery within neighborhoods served by the Housing Authority, maximizing reach and impact.By fostering a collaborative network of internal and external partners, the Level Up Shawnee County program leverages the unique expertise and resources of each entity. This collaborative approach ensures efficient utilization of resources, removes barriers to access, and facilitates the program's successful implementation, ultimately empowering a greater number of individuals within the community.
	3: Project GoalsThe Level Up Shawnee County program is a critical initiative designed to address the digital divide and equip individuals, particularly youth, with the skills and resources they need to succeed in today's technology-driven world. This program aims to achieve its goals through the following key strategies:1. Expanding Outreach and Partnerships:• Leveraging Existing Partnerships: Level Up Shawnee County will build upon existing partnerships with organizations like the Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library (TSCPL) and IBSA Inc. This collaborative approach enables efficient resource utilization and leverages the established networks and expertise of partner organizations.• Creating Community Hubs: The program will establish a mobile laptop computer lab, visiting community centers and other meeting sites across Topeka and Shawnee County. This strategy minimizes transportation barriers and brings technology training directly to residents in familiar and accessible settings.2. Empowering Youth as Leaders:• Paid Internship Opportunities: Level Up Shawnee County will offer paid internships to young people aged 16-23. This initiative not only empowers youth as leaders within the community but also provides valuable work experience and fosters the development of essential technology skills.• Mentorship and Skill Development: Interns will work alongside experienced TSCPL staff, receiving comprehensive training and guidance. This mentorship approach ensures knowledge transfer and equips interns to effectively deliver training sessions and support participants.3. Comprehensive Curriculum:• Essential Digital Skills: The program curriculum will address fundamental computer skills, including navigating operating systems, utilizing online tools and software, and practicing responsible online behavior (cyber safety).• Career-Focused Learning: Recognizing the growing importance of technology in the job market, the program will equip participants with essential skills for job seeking. This includes navigating online job boards, crafting compelling resumes and cover letters, and confidently utilizing online application processes.• Flexibility and Adaptability: The program curriculum will remain flexible, adapting to the evolving needs and interests of participants encountered throughout the program duration.4. Program Implementation and Evaluation:• Program Duration: The Level Up Shawnee County initiative will run from July 1, 2024, to June 30, 2026, providing ample time to establish roots, refine the program, and assess its impact on the community.• Recruitment and Selection: Potential interns will be recruited through the established TSCPL volunteer program, ensuring a pool of motivated and dedicated youth. A selection process will be established to identify individuals with strong communication skills, a passion for technology, and a desire to make a positive impact.• Ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation: The program will be monitored and evaluated through various means, including collecting participant feedback, tracking attendance, and assessing participants' progress in acquiring and applying the learned skills. This data will be crucial for continuous improvement and ensuring the program delivers on its goals.Expected Outcomes and Long-term Impact:By combining outreach, youth empowerment, and a comprehensive curriculum, Level Up Shawnee County aims to achieve the following outcomes:• Increased Access to Technology and Digital Skills: The program will provide residents with the opportunity to develop essential digital skills, bridging the digital divide and fostering greater equity within the community.• Empowered Youth as Community Leaders: Through paid internships, the program will empower young individuals, fostering their growth, and contributing to the development of future tech-savvy community leaders.• Enhanced Job Market Prospects: Participants will gain skills and confidence to navigate the online job market effectively, increasing their employability and career opportunities.• Sustainable Community Development: By equipping individuals with the skills needed to thrive in the digital age, Level Up Shawnee County contributes to the overall well-being and economic development of the community, preparing future generations for success.Level Up Shawnee County is a comprehensive and forward-thinking initiative that recognizes the importance of digital literacy and empowerment. Through its comprehensive approach, the program aims to not only bridge the digital divide but also empower youth, foster community engagement, and contribute to a brighter and more inclusive future for Shawnee County.Needs AddressedWe recognize that the target population may have varying levels of technology skills. Through the Level Up Shawnee County Program our dedicated librarians and interns will offer training and support to help target population confidently utilize technology and access online tools crucial for job searches, education, and personal fulfillment.By providing equitable access to resources and support, the library empowers the identified target population to overcome barriers and achieve their full potential.Our area is not within an economically distressed area, but we still have community members who would significantly benefit from the Level Up Shawnee County program.
	4: Short and Long-Term BenefitsThe Level Up Shawnee County program is designed to empower target individuals and communities through accessible technology education and job skills training. We recognize the importance of meeting people where they are, both geographically and in their current level of technology literacy.Reaching Underserved Communities:• Eliminating Transportation Barriers: We understand that transportation can be a significant obstacle for individuals seeking resources. By bringing our program directly to neighborhood centers and community organizations in North Topeka, Oakland, California Crossing, and other areas, we aim to alleviate these challenges and make learning opportunities readily available.• Building Partnerships: We will collaborate with existing organizations already trusted by and connected to the target population. This collaborative approach fosters familiarity, builds trust, and leverages existing relationships within the community.Bridging the Digital Divide:• Addressing Low Technology Literacy: Recognizing that many individuals may have limited technology experience, we will provide highly trained technical interns to serve as both educators and mentors. These interns will offer personalized support to help participants develop essential technology skills, navigate online resources, and build digital confidence.• Tailoring Learning to Job Market Needs: The program curriculum will go beyond basic technology skills. It will be tailored to the specific demands of the local job market, equipping participants with the exact digital skills and online job seeking strategies relevant to their desired careers. This approach ensures that graduates possess the necessary skills to compete effectively for available positions.The Level Up Shawnee County program fosters a holistic approach to empowerment. By removing barriers to access, providing personalized support, and focusing on in-demand skills, we aim to equip individuals with the tools and confidence they need to thrive in today's technology-driven job market. Additionally, by empowering individuals, we are contributing to the overall economic development and well-being of Shawnee County.Getting the Word OutWe anticipate utilizing not only the program networking reach of the Topeka & Shawnee County Library, but also working with our partners and stakeholders to assist in getting the word out about Level Up Shawnee County. While we look to a multitude of opportunities, we believe that word of mouth and our partners connecting with their communities will be the best initial way for our target audiences to learn more about the digital literacy skills we offer in the community.
	5: History of the Library and the Library FoundationThe Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library was founded in 1870 when the Ladies’ Library Association met to form a local library. The current Library building was opened in 2002 after an extensive renovation.It is governed by a Board of Trustees and is a municipal taxing district. The Library offers many services including senior/homebound delivery, work and home delivery, bookmobiles, public computer, meeting rooms, extensive programming, an art gallery, onsite café, and the new Level2Tech Center.The Library Foundation was created in 1982 to provide enhanced resources to the Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library that are not covered by municipal funding. The Library Foundation believes that the character and quality of a city depends on the resources available to its people. A great library is a fundamental requirement for any city to achieve its full social and economic potential.MissionSparking curiosity and connecting our community through literacy and learning.Core Values•	Excellence•	Accountability•	Literacy•	Freedom•	Teamwork•	CuriosityDigital Literacy ExperienceSince 2000, the Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library has served as a crucial resource for digital literacy and technology access in our community. We are committed to providing free technology education and support to individuals of all ages, backgrounds, and experience levels.Offering Diverse Learning Opportunities:• Monthly Classes: Our main library location hosts an average of seven technology classes each month, covering various topics and skill levels. Each class has a clear focus and curriculum and is offered in small and middle size group learning styles depending on the course being offered.  Class times offered change based on the needs of the learners’ availability.  Attendees can participate in classes multiple times to help reinforce the skills being trained. Classes offered include Beginning computer navigation, Internet introduction, Email for beginners, and Google doc for beginners.   In 2023, the library technology specialists offered 187 classes and programs to 603 individuals at the library.  • One-on-One Support: Our dedicated librarians provide personalized assistance with understanding and using individual devices, with 381 consultations in 2023.• Answering Everyday Tech Questions: We serve as a central resource for residents, answering over 6,150 in-person technology-related inquiries monthly. In 2023, we answered 67,173 technology questions to support our customers as they increase their digital literacy skills. 


